CARTA SYMPOSIUM: “HOW LANGUAGE EVOLVES”
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 2015; 1:00-5:30 PM
UCSD: HOJEL AUDITORIUM/COPLEY INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE CENTER

PARKING DIRECTIONS

Directions (from the north):
- From I-5 south, exit at Genesee Avenue and turn right (west).
- Turn Left at N. Torrey Pines Rd.
- Turn Left at Pangea Drive.
- Follow signs to UCSD Pangea Parking Structure & purchase parking permit.
- Follow pedestrian signs to Hojel Auditorium (~1/5 mile/ ~5 minutes), using route with stairs ( ) or with elevator ( ).

Directions (from the south):
- From I-5 north, exit at La Jolla Village Drive and go left (west).
- Continue as LJVD becomes N. Torrey Pines Road.
- Turn right at Pangea Drive.
- Follow signs to UCSD Pangea Parking Structure & purchase parking permit.
- Follow pedestrian signs to Hojel Auditorium (~1/5 mile/ ~5 minutes), using route with stairs ( ) or with elevator ( ).

NOTE: If using GPS, follow directions to Estancia Hotel and Spa, and instead of turning west at light towards hotel, turn east on Pangea Drive.